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USP

RANGE

PERMACLICKTM- It is one of the most advanced
interlocking system available in India, specially
developed by Flooring Industries, Luxembourg for
Greenply Industries Ltd.

Green Floormax comes with an exquisite design range of 38 surface
designs handpicked in collaboration with International designers.

MAXSHIELDTM- Green Floormax comes
with specially engineered surface protection
technology which makes it super sturdy, durable
and resistant to scratches, stains and water spills.
SONIC SPONGETM - Engineered technology
that allows the sound absorbent backing layer to
reduce sound transmission and produce only a
solid and pleasant sound underfoot.

The design range is categorized into Allover designs
(A distinct collection of wood designs that come with the look and
feel of exotic wood grains in every single tile format) and Planked
Designs (A unique flooring collection with a handcrafted appeal
each wooden tile is put together in an array of 2-3 slim tiles).
All the designs are available in 2 textures, Open Grain
(Straight line effect) and Crown (Curvy Dynamic effect).
It comes in 2 dedicated standards, Green Floormax (AC3) for
residential and Green Floormax Plus (AC4) for commercial spaces
both of which have a warranty of 10 and 15 years respectively.

E:info.floormax@greenply.com, T: 1800-102-2999 (M-F/10AM -5PM), www.greenfloormax.com

GREEN
tm
FLOORMAX
WOOD FLOORS
Greenply Industries Limited (GIL), India’s leading interior infrastructure
company, has recently launched its latest offering, Green FloormaxTM Wood
Floors. Green Floormax Wood Floors comes with warm wooden finishes that
extends an inviting look to your home. The specially engineered surface protection
technology of Green Floormax makes it sturdy, durable and resistant to scratches,
stains and water spills. In other words, no more fretting over child and pet messes.
It is easy to install and the great thing is that you can move an entire floor from
one room to another in no time, whenever you fancy a change in look.

